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The title “Breath. Heart. Spirit.” was chosen as the overarching theme
for the OSA 2022 celebration of the 150 years of our history.
These three aspects of the creative practice inform the history of the OSA and the
art practice of our current members. A strong connection to nature is part of the
OSA legacy from the Group of Seven. These artists were directly responsible for
the creation of Killarney Provincial Park and for the halt to the clearcutting of
lumber in this area. Our legacy includes the naming of one of the lakes in the park
OSA Lake and another is now A.Y. Jackson Lake after one of our early members.
This year to reinvigorate this legacy we created a Northern Project intended
to educate and inform about the importance of forests. A group of OSA artists
travelled to Northern Ontario and partnered with local artists there on a number
of local projects. The work from this project will be now be exhibited at the Arts &
Letters Club in Toronto.
Nature as Breath.
Courage to create from the Heart.
A Spirit of innovation in contemporary artwork.
These elements honour our past and inspire our future.
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We respectfully acknowledge that the lands
we now occupy, known as the Province of Ontario,
are the traditional and treaty territories
of Indigenous nations.
These words need to be spoken.

OLD GROWTH FORESTS

1875
The OSA 1875
The OSA establishes a
“Contemporary” Art Collection
with the Ontario government,
and obtaines an annual grant
of $500 to purchase art for the
government’s collection.

1872
The OSA was
founded on June
25, 1872. It is the
oldest existing
professional
art society in
Canada today.

1872

1874
First female
member
elected.
1873
The OSA’s First
Annual Exhibition
was held at Notman
& Fraser’s Art Galleries.

1894
The OSA emblem, used
from 1894 to 1898.
Artist unknown.

1899
OSA female
members are
finally granted
voting rights.

1914
Canada
enters
World War I

1886
Catalogue of the OSA
14th Annual Exhibition.
1876
The OSA moves
to King St. West
in June.

1899
The OSA
emblem,
designed by
Gustav Hahn,
used until 1946.

1880

1895

1882
National Gallery
of Canada opens.

1900

1910

1915

1894
The start of organized
travelling exhibitions
around the province.
(By 1927, this became
an annual event and
educational activity.)

1879
Formation of the
Royal Canadian
Academy
of Arts.

1876
Government grants the
province's first
art school, Ontario
School of Art (now
OCADU), to the OSA
on King St. West.

1911
The Art Museum
of Toronto was
established, when
the Grange was
donated to
the Museum.

1900
Art Museum of
Toronto, (now
the AGO) is
established in
1900.

1906
The opening of the new
art gallery in collaboration
with the Canadian
National Exhibition.

1889-1900
Interior of Central
Ontario School of Art.
1894
Attendance at weekly life drawing
classes increases due to the
admission of non-member students.

1904
King St. West gallery.

1939
World War II
begins.

1917
The OSA
relocates to
707 Yonge St.,
after some
years at
28 College St.

1921
The OSA
relocates
to St. Patrick St.,
Toronto.

1920
1920
The OSA
begins
holding
annual
exhibitions
at the AGO.

1947
Special Sections was introduced within the
annual exhibition for educational purposes.
Part 1 & 2 of The Painters Art in Layman’s
Language, Ways of Painting, Chair and Variations,
and Fine Art from the Common-Place, The
Medium is the Message, and Flowers/66
were some of the themes.
.

1933
After OSA artists protested logging,
Trout Lake was named O.S.A. Lake in
recognition of the environmental efforts
of A. Y. Jackson & other OSA members.
Photo by Daniel Hefford, ontarioadventurer.ca

1930

1935

1929
The OSA begins annual
travelling exhibitions.
By the early 1930s, more than
seventy exhibitions were held
in twenty-seven towns and
cities across Ontario. Many
enriching talks and courses
were given by OSA members
at these exhibitions. In 1947,
the Western Ontario Travelling
Exhibition, consisting of
39 OSA works, visited Alberta,
Manitoba, and British Columbia.

1940

1945

1950

1952
The OSA Annual exhibition
catalogue designed by
member Eric Aldwinckle.
1947
The OSA emblem
redesigned by
A. J. Casson, in
use until 1972.

1954
The OSA Annual
exhibition catalogue
designed by member
Sydney Watson.

1955

1964
In 1964, as a result of the
lobbying efforts of the OSA
and the Group of Seven, the
Ontario Ministry of Lands and
Forests wrote up the Killarney
Recreational Reserve Act
protecting 4,000 square miles
(10,000 km2) of pristine
wilderness north of the
Georgian Bay shoreline,
creating Killarney
Provincial Park.

1989
The OSA logo representing a
sculpture and a brushstroke
designed by Norm Hathaway.

1971
Killarney Lakes area
became Ontario’s
2nd “primitive”
provincial park, due
in part to the lobbying
by OSA members.

1981
The OSA Award, designed
by OSA member Gord
Smith, presented to noted
Canadian artists and
patrons who contributed
to cultural development
in Canada.

1965
The OSA renews
campaign to save
Killarney Lakes area
from commercial
exploitation, with Eric
Aldwinckle acting
as organizer and
spokesman (to 1966).

1960

1965

1970

1975

1980

1985

1966
OSA ON THE AIR
In 1966, Station CHIC in Brampton sponsored a weekly
program in which the Society interviewed
artists and laypersons associated with the
arts. Because of its success, this program
was carried on a regular basis by CJRT FM,
Toronto; CKWS FM, Kingston; CKSO FM,
Sudbury; CKPR FM, Port Arthur; CKLW FM,
Windsor; CKGM, Richmond Hill; CJBO FM, Belleville;
CKAP Kapuskasing; and CKBB, Barrie.

1990

1995

1999

1997
The OSA’s125th
Anniversary.

1972
A new OSA symbol
designed by Ron Bolt
to celebrate the100th
anniversary of the OSA.
1964
Doris McCarthy, first
woman president
of the OSA.

1999
The OSA receives the
Canada Millennium
Partnership Program Grant
of $72,000 to create a
computer-accessible digital
archive of OSA annual and
special exhibition catalogues
dating back to 1873. Work
carried out by The Arts
Associates, working in
conjunction with the Centre
for Contemporary Canadian
Art (CCCA). Ernestine Tahedl
chaired the OSA Millennium
Archive Project Committee.

1980
There were many
OSA black-tie events
honouring persons
who made important
contributions
to Canadian art.
1977
Cataloguing
of Government
of Ontario Art
Collection
begins.

1988
The OSA
moves into the
Ontario Heritage
Foundation’s
Heritage Centre
at 10 Adelaide
St. East.

1985
The OSA finds a new location in
St. Peter’s Anglican Church
at 190 Carleton St., Toronto,
and in 1986, at the Pauline
McGibbon Cultural Centre,
86 Lombard St., Toronto.

1998
To mark its 125th Anniversary,
the OSA commissions an
18-minute video chronicling
the Society’s history.
1998
March-October: The OSA
125th Anniversary Travelling
Juried Exhibition held at 5
different galleries as far north
as Thunder Bay and Sault
Ste. Marie.

By 2012, Annual OSA
trips included Killarney
Provincial Park, Oak Island
(2018) and Ireland (2016).
Organizers included
Carmel Brennan,
Heidi Burkhardt, and
John Pryce.

2002
The OSA has its first painting
trip near Algonquin Park. In
2003 Barbara Fostka organizes
another painting trip in
Haliburton. Soon the trips
become an annual event.

2010
The Ontario Heritage
Trust establishes
the Doris McCarthy
Artist-in-Residence
Centre on her
property called
‘Fool’s Paradise’.
2006
The OSA offices move to
The Ashbridge House at
1444 Queen St. East.

2000
2000
Launch of new
OSA website
and OSA
Millennium
Archive
Project.

2005

2022

The Northern Project, 'Standing Up
for Ontario's Old Growth Forest'
spearheaded by Janet Hendershot,
continues OSA's involvement in
conservation and
preservation.

2021
The OSA logo created for the
150th Anniversary year, 2022,
designed by Pat Dumas-Hudecki.
2011 - 2012
The pARTners Project, brainchild
of OSA members Lillian Michiko-Blakey
and Ernestine Tahedl created to
mentor eleven emerging artists and
create a series of six exhibitions.

2010

2008-2009
OSA IN THE GTA
summer
exhibitions in
21 galleries
around Ontario.

2003
OSA President Janice
Mason Steeves organizes a
major collaborative project
based on the theme ‘Water’
consisting of over 67
exhibitions in Ontario.
2010
BEING IN TIME
A special members
exhibition in Stratford
Ontario organized by
James MacDougall.

2015

2012
GIFTED
An exhibition for selected
works donated to The
Archives of Ontario.

&Vision
Devotion
The ConneCTion beTween
The onTario SoCieTy of arTiSTS (est. 1872)
and
The CaThedral ChurCh of ST. JameS (est. 1797)

2012

exhibition of art at the newly renovated Cathedral Centre
65 Church Street, Toronto
1:00 to 4:00 pm wednesdays, June 20 & 27, Thursdays June 21 & 28,

2019-2022
Eastern, Western, and Northern
Hub exhibitions, held annually,
organized by Jasmine Hum,
Laura Culic, Cathy Groulx,
and Cesar Forero.

THE OSA’S DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
The OSA embraces the digital age
increasing the Society’s
online presence
across all social media
platforms, allowing
us to better serve our
membership, and reach
the arts community.

2012
VISION & DEVOTION
A special exhibition of past presidents
and vice-presidents celebrating the art
connection with St. James Cathedral.
and Sunday, June 24, 2012, and at other times by appointment
Entrance to the new Cathedral Centre is at 65 Church Street, immediately to
the north of the Cathedral. Admission is free, and a member of the OSA will be in
attendance. For further information or to book a special appointment,
call Nancy Mallett at 416-364-7865, Ex. 233.

The cAthedrAl
church of St.JAmeS
anglican church of canada

The Ontario
Society of Artists

2020

2022

2021
Clare Ross
spearheads the
final leap into
the digital world
for the OSA.

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE ONTARIO SOCIETY OF ARTISTS
How exciting to have the opportunity to work with OSA members
on a project that impacts the wider world.
OSA artists have once again come together to stand up for our
environment. Last time it was led by AY Jackson of the Group of
Seven. Back in 1931, he was inspired to preserve Trout Lake from
clearcutting by the Spanish River Lumber Company. He saved the
forest that following year, and many years of lobbying by Jackson
and the OSA resulted in the 1964 creation of Killarney Provincial Park, a Provincial
and National wilderness treasure.
Today we find ourselves in Temagami, in an area of Old Growth Forest. These areas
are not in our midst in Southern Ontario, but a few hours drive north. Some of
the townships don’t even have names or formal government, but are areas of true
wilderness, known only to Indigenous Peoples as home for many centuries, and
untouched by loggers or other commercial interests.
We of the south see these areas as “recreational”, of interest only
as fishing or hunting grounds, or a place to appreciate nature.
Commercial
logging interests
and even the
Government
of Ontario see
these places as
rich sources of
high quality
lumber, ready
for “harvest”.
What to do?
The beaver dam
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Why are these areas important, just as they are, to the
wider world? Why should we preserve them? How do we call
attention to their ecological value and why they are essential
as the “lungs of the Earth”?
You make Art.
You make art that gets attention by
inspiring others to feel what you feel when
you are in the old growth forest.
You begin an artist project, inspiring your
fellow OSA artists to join in.
You begin the Old Growth Forests Project, an ongoing movement to
preserve and protect our essential resources before they are logged or altered.
You inspire Ontarians to care
about Old Growth Forests by
first admiring their beauty.
Then you teach them why
Old Growth Forests are so
important, then you inspire
them to take action of their
own or to support those who
are already taking action.
And that is how we artists roll.
Enjoy our vision, take in our
art, and go on to tell others
about our project!
– Barbara Simmons

OLD GROWTH FORESTS

MESSAGE FROM CHAIR OF THE OSA 150TH ANNIVERSARY COMMITTEE
This catalogue is a celebration of our artists who have become
ambassadors for the preservation of Ontario’s life giving forests.
It is a celebration of being a part of OSA’s activism over decades
in honouring our natural terrain through art making.
My co-chair of this anniversary year, Kim Atkins and I both
extend gratitude to Janet Hendershot for making this
important project a reality and to the rest of our 2022 team Carmel Brennan, Dianna Harding Tucker (deceased), Pat Dumas-Hudecki,
Peter Dusek, Sue Ennis, Sue Hindle, Lisa Murzin, and Janet Read.
Our Honourary Advisory Board has played a part in our celebration Katarina Atanassova, Eugene Berezovsky, William J. S. Boyle, Yael Brotman,
Claire Hopkinson, Stephan Jost, John McKellar, Kris Nahrgang, Dennis Reid,
Ana Serrano, Gaetane Verna and Odon Wagner.
We are most grateful.
– Diana Bennett

Northern Paradise Lodge
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Quan's Magic Show
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MESSAGE FROM CHAIR AND CURATOR OF
'STANDING UP FOR ONTARIO'S OLD GROWTH FOREST'
This project, as part of a larger involvement of the OSA in northern
Ontario, is in Celebration of the 150th Year of the Ontario Society of
Artists. The 150th Year Celebratory
Committee met to discuss the project
in the fall of 2020. The concerns over
global warming and the role of trees
and greenery in its prevention was
exciting. It could be a rebirth of the conservation/
preservation role of the OSA as seen in its contribution
to the creation of Killarney Park. The possibilities were
unknown but we knew there could be many directions
in which the idea could lead the Society. Some artist
members of the OSA had been involved in plein air
excursions for a few years. The idea of working with
artists, groups and possibly Indigenous Peoples from
the north was met with
enthusiasm. Cesar Forero,
the Northern Hub Lead was
contacted and put me in
touch with Dermot Wilson
of the Broken Forests Group.
Cesar also organized Zoom meetings with public officials
and artists' groups as we worked to define and refine the
Project. I spoke with Dermot about what we hoped to
accomplish and he suggested “Standing Up for Ontario’s
Old Growth Forest” as the title and focus. It perfectly
expressed the goal of the Celebratory Committee to bring
conservation/preservation as a mandate back to the OSA as
well as address global warming.
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I would like to thank Cesar Forero, Dermot
Wilson, Lisa Murzin and Diana Bennett for
their advice and guidance as the OSA Project
was created and evolved.
Sixteen artists responded to the call to travel
and work in northern Ontario. We stayed in
Temagami and Kirkland Lake. In addition to
creating art pieces, there were educational
tours and contributing speakers. The generous
dinner offered in Kirkland Lake by Cesar
and his partner Dr. Antonio Visbal were very
Left to right: The organizers- Dermot Wilson,
Janet Hendershot, Cesar Forero and Lisa Murzin
appreciated. One of the arranged tour days,
which included meals at the Boudreault family
property, was a delight particularly the walk to a large beaver dam. Alex Boudreault had
spent much time blazing the trail so we could reach the dam.
After each artist returned to his or her studio, the creation began
of the art pieces to be exhibited at the Arts and Letters Club. It
was decided to try to create the feel of working in the forest with
text and catalogue images and an exhibition that included the
rough work done on site as well as the studio pieces.
The month-long exhibition at the Arts and Letters Club
includes two events: An Opening with a performance and
presentations and a Club Night Dinner with an informative
speaker, Lucy Emmott. Thank you to Pat Dumas-Hudecki for a well-designed catalogue
which I hope you will enjoy as you ponder the importance of protecting forests, woods, trees
and all greenery in relation to global warming as well as the overall health of the earth.
Further projects are being developed following our initial foray into the North.
–

OLD GROWTH FORESTS

MESSAGE FROM BROKEN FORESTS GROUP AND NIPISSING REGIONAL
CURATORIAL COLLECTIVE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
The Ontario Society of Artists and The Broken Forests Group (BFG)
teamed up to create a Project to Celebrate the 150th year of the OSA with
the resulting project ‘Standing Up for Ontario’s Old Growth Forest’. The
Project included an exhibition as well as presentations about and tours into
the Old Growth Forest.
The BFG is an international artistic movement focusing on providing
artists opportunities for connecting with forests around the world and for
presenting new works that will help to preserve and nurture more biologically diverse forests
around the world. The group is shifting
the public gaze back to wild lands in:
Canada, Taiwan, Poland, Italy, Germany,
France, Colombia, Chile, Brazil, Bulgaria,
the United States, and Mexico. The BFG
is also proud to count MANY Ontario
Society of Artists amongst our loose
collective. We are also very proud to be
led by Indigenous Artists.

Artists of the OSA were welcomed and introduced
to the beautiful landscapes and forests of
Northeastern Ontario by The Nipissing Region
Curatorial Collective (NRCC) as well as BFG. The
NRCC is a regional arts collective and ‘Standing
Up for Ontario’s Old Growth Forest’ Project was
a wonderful opportunity to solidify our ties with
The pond walkway
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the OSA, to welcome and introduce more OSA
members, and to make artists in Toronto and area
aware of major arts projects that we are producing
out of our studios here in North Bay, Ontario.

For ‘Standing Up for Ontario’s Old Growth Forest’,
we were happy to partner with the OSA and assist
the OSA organizer Janet Hendershot. So many
AMAZING experiences were had along the way!
The day at the Beaver Dam near Crystal Lake was,
as one member declared, “artist heaven”! Our
exciting boat ride out to White Bear Old Growth
Forest was also an amazing highlight! What a
wonderful way to celebrate the OSA's 150th...
out on the land and deep in the backwoods!!!
– Dermot Wilson

Beaver dam

Dermot speaking with
Indigenous Activist, Mary LaRonde

Cesar Forero cooking up a gourmet meal
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THE ARTISTS AND SUPPORTERS
Front Row: Alex Boudreault, Gill Cameron, Josy Britton, Lisa Murzin, Dominique Prévost, Quan Steele,
Robert Steele and Dr. Antonio Visbal.
Second Row: Frances Patella, Kim Atkins, Janet Hendershot, Cesar Forero, Dermot Wilson.
Back Row: Sharron Corrigan Forrest, Marina Hanacek, The hosting Boudreault Family, Clare Ross,
Barbara Simmons, Peter Dusek, Heidi Burkhardt and Kailie (family friend).
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Kim Atkins
This enormous pine was right outside the door of my cabin at the
Northland Paradise Lodge in Temagami. I could almost reach out
and touch the tree. The branches rose from a very thick trunk and
the spread of the needles filled my view. I was fascinated by the
design and the pattern of overlapping limbs.
I sat on the steps of the cabin and worked out a series of sketches.
I am a plein air painter.
The tree captured my
imagination.
This trip to the North
was my second in the
space of a year.
Our first trip was also an amazing experience. We were
hosted by BFG and friends in Kirkland Lake and
exposed to the history and culture of mining in the
town. Because of this special introduction we could plan
a second trip which brought us closer this time to the
Old Growth Forests and to the lives of the First Nations
people of the area. We came in contact with preserved
forests only accessible by boat and spent time hiking to
a unique beaver dam and to vast open marshlands.
The hospitality and generosity of our hosts would be
summed up as legendary.

Large Pine at
Northland Paradise Lodge (sketch)
mixed media, 5 x 7

6
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Large Pine at Northland Paradise Lodge
oil on canvas, 11 x 14
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Josy Britton
Message Without a Single Word (sketch)
watercolour on yupo paper, 14 x 11

I have always loved trees. I became aware of efforts to save Old
Growth Forests when the woman who babysat my young boys so
I could paint was arrested with Bob Rae in a protest in Temagami
in 1989. We started canoe tripping in Temagami in 1992 and my
love for the Old Growth Forests grew. But this OSA trip which also
included Kirkland Lake made me realize that Old Growth didn’t
necessarily mean giants. The paintings I made from my experience
on this trip are of the smaller trees in Kirkland Lake.

8
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Sacred Bond

watercolour on yupo paper, 48 x 36
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Heidi Burkhardt

It was an eye opening experience to
see how well some people live in the
“Near North”. Being a landscape
painter I wish I were not just a
visitor but actually living there to
have the glorious vistas outside my
door every day.
Doug of the Northland Paradise
Lodge gave us amazing lessons
about the trees. He showed us how
to read a story from the layers in a
dead tree. He taught us to recognize
white from red pines by the location
on hillsides.
It was a great privilege.

Beaver Pond, Kirkland Lake
oil, 12 x 12

10
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Beaver Dam, Kirkland Lake
oil, 12 x 12
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Gill Cameron
What is the definition of forest? Serene, energizing, alive, magical and spiritual.
I was lucky enough to grow up in and around the forest. Trees have always presented a safe
place for me, where I can draw energy and gather inspiration. I don’t consider myself a
spiritual person but spending time in a forest whether hiking or painting can be a very
spiritual experience for me. I watched trees grow from small ones to big grandaddy ones.
Some years the trees get so much rain they look like they are going to explode
with a green that is not on my palette! Patterns, colours and shapes are a big part
of my artwork. The patterns on the bark of each tree are so different and trying to
paint them is such a fun process. Looking at the shapes of colours within the trees
caused by sunlight and shadow is equally as exciting.
My trip to Temagami was very inspirational. I felt very humbled to be painting the
old growth forest; so old, big and all encompassing. Our job to protect these forests is
paramount. Thank you so much for the opportunity to be part of this Northern Project.

Kirkland Lake (sketch)
watercolour on paper, 10 x 10
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Kirkland Lake

watercolour on paper, 11x15
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Sharron Corrigan Forrest
In ‘Nature’s Ancient Garden’, I used
ecologically friendly materials on Heritage
Washi (paper) that allowed the sculptural
casting of the trunks and branches of
trees I found in the Old Growth Forest
including a few that I cast near Temagami
and Kirkland Lake, Ontario.

Fallen Trees (sketch)

Sumi ink Washi paper and branches, 10 x 11 x 3

14
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Nature’s Ancient Garden

Sumi ink Washi paper and branches, 36.5 x 20 x 5
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Peter Dušek

A lone tree,
left standing in a clearcut forest,
stripped of leaves and branches.
Alone.

In opposition,
a living tree
stands among friends in a living forest,
leaves and branches spread out.
Together and strong.
Alive.

Clearcut

photography, 21 x 17
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Uncut

photography, 21 x 17
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Cesar Forero
With great concern over the
environmental problem of our
planet, the destruction of our
Old Growth Forests, and the
pollution in our waters, these
site-specific projects intend to
create awareness in our society
by incorporating the arts into
the forest itself.
I want to reach out with my
concern to all those still not
convinced that our actions
will determine the
future of our planet.
Our generation has the
obligation to create
controls to guarantee
the healthy survival
of our planet for the
future generations.
The artworks represent
nature in its simplest
form but with the
great complexity of
our dependence on the
vigorous conditions of
the ecosystem.

The Circle

wood sculpture (unfinished), 36 x 24 x 24
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The Circle

photography, 18 x 24
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Marina Hanacek
Nature has always been a great
source of inspiration for my art.
It is full of scents, colors,
sounds, shapes and textures.
I have been overwhelmed by the
vast possibilities. I have chosen
a red pine bark tree for my
Northern Forest Projects.

(inspiration)

photography mounted on canvas, 12 x 9

20
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Red Pine Tree

mixed media on canvas, 20 x 16
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Janet Hendershot
As I travel north and approach Temagami, it is as if I have
crossed an invisible but magical line. The space seems to open
even though there may be trees and large rock outcrops on the
sides of the highway. Walking through the forest, I find the
perfect spot which seems to beckon and join with me. Materials
are removed from the backpack and I begin. The graphite and
watercolour drawing is the first result of this process.
A drawing becomes the inspiration for the larger painting.
Woods, forests and trees as a potential respite or rescue
from global warming is a message our trip north and this
exhibition are promoting.

Beaver Dam No. 2 (sketch)
watercolour and graphite, 5.5 x 8.5
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From the Beaver Dam No. 3

acrylic and polymers on canvas, 32 x 42
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Lisa Murzin
It was my first time using a macro lens and
discovering the minute world of the forest floor. It
was exciting and fascinating.
I am often drawn to images that can be perceived as
other than what they are. As I looked at the gallery
of photos that I captured, it seemed the organic
material was transforming
into new animals and objects.
This transformed perception was
enhanced in the black and white
image through the analogue
gumoil printing process with its
graininess and loss of detail.
Framing the original and the
gumoil print as reflections of
each other suggests both images
are similar in their perceived
difference.

Reflected Transformation (reference)
photography, 10 x 8
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Reflected Transformation

photography, gumoil printing, 10 x 8
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Frances Patella
My work is photo-based, mixed media. Through interventions in the photograph, by
means of double exposures or adding paint and other media, I explore the transient
nature of our environment.
The trip to Temagami and Kirkland Lake allowed me to reverse my usual method of
working. I usually start with a photograph and then paint. This time, I sketched and
painted first. The northern wilderness inspired a new approach and I was able to
document the ephemeral nature of what was a very new environment for me. I was able
to sketch and paint in situ and then add elements of my surroundings on the paintings
and photograph the resulting work.

Pond (sketch)

acrylic on canvas, 8 x 7
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Pond

photography, 14 x 17
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Dominique Prévost
Listening to the
woods, the wind, the
pond, the frogs, fellow
artists and the guides,
I learned a lot, became
more attuned and felt
the vibes!
It takes many lifetimes
to build a forest. It’s a
large system where all
have their purposes.
We depend on it for
our survival so please
be in tune, protect it,
don’t scrap it!

Memories of Northern Ontario

photomontage printed on cold press paper, 26 x 24
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The Good Vibes Pond

Suminagashi and linocut print on birch bark and Washi papers, 16.5 x 35.25 x 1.25
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Clare Ross

The roots of trees are, in my view, the
centre of the tree and the soil around
those roots is a determinant in every
tree’s health and longevity. Growing and dead plants are ‘the food’
that becomes soil – I circled some with a hoop to see a sample. This
plant life feeds the trees!
It has been our habit to clear old leaves etc. away from the roots of
trees, but trees need it. So I asked myself, how can I show people that
we need to
allow food
to reach the
roots of our
trees?
Well, I
have begun
creating “dishes” that are meant
to look like the dishes we people
prepare for ourselves, but instead
they contain the food that feeds the
trees. This series is called Forest
Food – this is literally food for trees
but presented in our terms. Trees get
hungry too. Let’s feed them!
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Forest Food Mandalla Serving
Photography, 18 x 24
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Forest Food Flatbread
photography, 30 x 40
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Barbara Simmons
Getting up close with ancient stands of forest is not something we all get to do.
Most people do not get to experience the presence of the ancients, in physical and
in spiritual ways.
This experience allowed us to tread the paths of ancient peoples and
appreciate lives that have gone before: The short lives of people and the
much longer life of the forest.
The trees and the forest are
all we have, we must listen
and value them more than
political boundaries and
“natural” resources. These
trees are not lumber to be
cleared, they are our story,
the story of the Earth. They
are necessary to the existence
of Earth as we know it.

Sketch 1-Temiskaming
oil on canvas, 8 x 10
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Sketch 2-Temiskaming
oil on canvas, 6 x 8
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Temiskaming

oil on canvas, 30 x 48
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Quan Steele
‘Ghost Forest’ is a wall sculpture in which the viewer experiences a scene representing
the state of our forests.
This spring, I was devastated after encountering a forest with no leaves, no shade and
no flowing water. I only saw bare soil, stumps and piles of blackened refuse as far as
the eyes could see. It was a clearcut forest near Kirkland Lake. I also saw pulp mills and
endless piles of logs nearby.
Current management practices of stripping forests and replanting with monocultures
provide short term profits and a few temporary jobs. Sixty years later, there will be a
crop ready to harvest but it will take hundreds of years to become a forest again.
As an artist, I raise my
voice through ‘Ghost
Forest’ to spark concern
in the viewer about
something so precious
and worth the effort
to protect.

Sketches for Ghost Forest
pen and paper, 6 x 6 each
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Ghost Forest

mixed media of wood, acrylic paint and plastic, 58 x 24 x 6
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Dermot Wilson
For this installation work I wrapped
a Balsam in the White Bear Old
Growth Forest with a half sheet
of stone paper. I took impressions
of the bark and shaded in some
rough lines and shapes
with organic matter from
a swamp nearby. In the
studio I added some blue
and yellow highlighter.

Crystal Lake Beaver Dam (in progress)
water soluble felt pen and water on paper, 36 x 24
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Balsam Spiral (in progress)

organic matter, highlighter and acrylic on stone paper, 36 x 24
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The Ontario Society of Artists – WHO WE ARE
The Ontario Society of Artists is a vibrant hub of creative energy. It has an elected membership of over
three hundred artists, with diverse backgrounds and cultures, living throughout Ontario and working
in a wide range of media. The OSA mandate is to foster and promote the visual arts through exhibitions,
education, special projects and arts advocacy. It is a charitable organization, administered by a volunteer
executive council of members. The OSA Honourary Patron is the Lieutenant Governor of Canada.
OUR PAST. The influence of the OSA has been so widespread during its first hundred years that its
effects can be traced throughout the cultural life of Ontario and Canada today. Established in 1872,
the OSA, Canada’s longest continuing art society, played an important role in establishing several
major Canadian art institutions such as the Royal Canadian Academy of the Arts, the National Gallery
of Canada, the Toronto Art Gallery, (currently the Art Gallery of Ontario), and the Ontario College
of Art, (currently the Ontario College of Art and Design University). Many individual disciplines are
now represented by Societies and Clubs formed because of the influence of OSA. The OSA has also
been involved with conservation and preservation as evidenced by its involvement in the creation of
Killarney Provincial Park. The OSA has always attempted to be valid and viable by endeavouring to
meet the express needs of the cultural surrounds. A wealth of archival information about the Ontario
Society of Artists is available in digital form on the website, for educational and research opportunities.
Included are OSA exhibition catalogues dating back to the late nineteenth century, along with other
significant historical material from the OSA files.
TODAY. We are engaged in providing exhibitions for emerging artists, OSA members as well as sponsor
an annual Open Juried Exhibition. In 2022 we are celebrating our 150th anniversary with a series of
province-wide events. This year we have created a 204 page book entitled 'Breath. Heart. Spirit. The
OSA 150 Years' to celebrate our 150th anniversary and to acknowledge this remarkable history.

To view a list of the upcoming OSA activities and Special Anniversary Exhibitions, and to find out
more about our history or to get information about becoming a member, please visit the web address:
www.ontariosocietyofartists.org

c/o The Arts & Letters Club of Toronto,
14 Elm Street, 3rd floor
Toronto, Ontario Canada
M5G 1G7

www.ontariosocietyofartists.org

Facebook: www.facebook.com/OSAartists
Instagram: @ontariosocietyofartists
Twitter: @OSAartists

COVER: 'Infusion / Transfusion', by Frances Patella and Dominique Prévost
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